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THE SECOND INSTALLMENT of the eleventh Letter from the Captain takes Karl and the HM2 from
American Samoa to their departure from Western Samoa. He's now having a wonderful time cruising
in Fiji and promises to write again soon!
*********
PagoPago, continued: "Continuing my purchasing for the boat, I located some quarter inch soft copper
tube with which to remove accumulated water and grunge from the bottom of the fuel tanks, through
the clean-out ports, a project I had been planning for several weeks. At the post office I found more
mail. I made another phone call to B from the communications center to tell her about the computer
problem and inquire about water pump parts.
"Of four Whale Gusher Galley Pumps on board, two are inoperative. The bellows on this pump tears
regularly, and the three spares I started with had been used in repairs. Through a misunderstanding in
Papeete, B hadn't gotten the replacements, but promised to get some off to Vava'u in Tonga ASAP.
"On the computer problem, she said she'd talk to a technician at the local Heath-Zenith center and let
me know the outcome on Tuesday. Later in the afternoon I dingied into the quay with plastic jerry cans
to pick up 10 gallons of diesel fuel from a truck refueling another boat at the quay, making a trip in with
the boat unnecessary.
"Most of my supply needs were now satisfied and I was beginning to get anxious to depart for Western
Samoa -- already, I could see the rapid growth of polyps along and just below the water line, and an oily
sludge coated the boat's topsides as high as the choppy water of the harbor reached.
"I mailed a medium sized package of cloth to B Tuesday morning. There were pareaus from PPT and
Bora Bora, tapa-print cloth in yardage for drapes or tablecloths, and a number of 1-2 yard remnants of
bright 'south seas' prints for her needlework projects. It was fun to assemble the lot. It only cost about
$12 to ship it off by air parcel post.
"I found two ball valves to replace a pair of gate valves for the two fresh water tanks, one of which had
seized up after only four years on the boat. A new pair of bronze gudgeons arrived at the post office.
This was the main shipment from home that I had been waiting for. They will replace the stainless steel
ones originally supplied on the boat, the next time she's hauled. I haven't found any problem with the
original ones, but other Southern Cross owners have, and I had been concerned for some time about
possible electrolysis and failure. B had spent many hours dealing with the C.E. Ryder firm through
their bankruptcy problems, and at times it looked as though we might never get the replacements.

"When I called B at Fritz' home in Washington where she was visiting, I was able to give her the good
news. She had some suggestions from the computer technician, most of which I had already tried. I
spent a couple more hours over Jezebel's semi-conscious body during the afternoon trying the last few
possibilities, to no avail.
I drowned my sorrows by going to Soli & Mark's Restaurant, splurging at one of the more expensive
eateries on the island, and enjoyed broiled yellowfin, a perfect baked potato, and a delicious salad. The
tab came to $15.50 and I should have been ashamed of the extravagance -- but it was awfully good!
"Wednesday morning, I tried to call the Heath-Zenith Center in Alexandria, VA to relate Jezebel's
symptoms and check on the most likely chips to replace, but the lady at the communications center said
my telephone credit card could not be used because I had altered the number in pen and ink. Of course
they had been accepting it without question for several days. I explained that I didn't have the new card
because I had been cruising, but that the authorization number was perfectly valid. This ‘cut no ice’
with this particularly discriminating functionary, and she went by the letter of the rule. No credit card
calls -- and of course I couldn't call Zenith collect, so that ended my communications on that score.
"I did several loads of laundry at a convenient Laundromat. While it swished, I made arrangements to
clear from American Samoa for Apia, Western Samoa, the next day. I had done everything I could in
Pago Pago except some out-island sightseeing, and had received all mail except some unaccountably
delayed vitamin pills and (I later learned) a package with a book from Hilde."
***********
Passage to Western Samoa: "Thursday morning I loaded on a few fresh fruits and veggies, and secured
everything for the overnight journey to Apia. I laid the HM2 by the yacht quay about 2 PM. By 3:30
the formalities were finished and at 3:50 PM we were under way for the island of Upolu, Western
Samoa.
"The going was easy outside the harbor and the HM2 sailed happily at 4-5 K in a 15 K SE breeze,
passing along the S coast of Tutuila so that the beacon of the SW tip of the island was abreast at dusk. I
called B through Peter, WB6IOM, to let her know I was on my way.
"After I turned the corner at the W end of the island we had an easy 300 degree course to the SE end of
Upolu, just 35 miles away. Dawn on Friday found us paralleling the SE coast of Upolu, keeping well
off the outlying reefs as I tried to identify the bays and points as they slipped past.
"By 11:30 AM we were just SE of Apia, approaching the bay, when a strong rain squall struck from the
NE, completely obliterating the island from view. Hastily I pulled the sail in and bore off during the
whiteout as the wind gusted to 35 K.
"As quickly as it started, the wind disappeared completely, leaving me bobbing like a cork in a washing
machine. I motored, but had slow going in the gradually diminishing slop outside the harbor. Once
inside, there was a calm haven and it seemed as though there had been no maelstrom 20 minutes
earlier."
***********

Arrival in Apia: "As I motored around the anchorage, a yachtie rowed over and directed me to the main
pier of the ship terminal where I had to tie alongside for inward clearance. To gain the leeward side of
the pier (in order to minimize bashing against the concrete structure), I had to pull the boat into a small
cul de sac and get her turned around. This proved hard in the still fresh breeze but, with the help of two
people from another yacht on the pier, I was able to get two lines on to the towering structure.
"Before we had them fast, the wind caught my bow, swinging my stern against one of the immense
pilings and smashing the wooden mount of the Tillermaster. A moment later, we had everything under
control and I was tied off against the structure.
"Standing on my cabin top, I still couldn't see over the edge of the pier. Huge tractor tires hung over the
side, obviously intended to keep an ocean liner off the concrete, but they hung above my lifelines and
were too far apart to do any good in my case.
"I rigged my small fenders and fenderboards to keep my caprails from destructing on the rough 2.5'
pilings, and gained the surface of the dock by climbing up my mast steps and swinging across grasping
the shrouds. It was a most uncomfortable place and I cursed the stupidity of the customs and
immigration people who put small boats through such a welcome. Even well crewed yachts could have
trouble here.
"As I completed the job of securing, a dinghy came towing a tiny sailboat, and TREKKA II, with single
hander Russ Jackson from Vancouver, rafted to my outboard side. While waiting for the officials to
arrive, we talked and Russ told me how John Guzzwell, Jr., had built a replica of his father's famous
round-the-world boat, intending to follow in his wake, but had a change of plans.
"John Sr. had proclaimed it twice as strong as the original 22-footer." (Ed. At this point, K asked me to
check the dimensions of the boat but, although I am sure we must own every other sea book ever
published, I couldn't find "Trekka Around the World", so you'll just have to assume K is correct -- or
else look it up somewhere yourself!) "Russ, who looks to be about 25 years old, had bought it and is
doing his own trip around, still without an engine of any kind.
"A small solar panel provides just enough power for a radio receiver and tape player plus a bit of light.
When he has to move without wind, he rows. The boat is just lovely and I found Russ fascinating to
talk with. 'I had a sweetheart once,' he said, 'but she didn't want to sail in so small a boat.'
"He pulled a guitar out of his berth (the berth took up most of the interior of the boat) and started to
play in classical style, and within a few minutes a dozen people appeared on the dock to applaud and
ask for more. He is an excellent musician, studied classical guitar for eight years, and kept us all
entertained for nearly an hour until the harbormaster came to begin the paperwork.
"After we completed the forms, we were told to stand by until the doctor came to give practique. We
waited another couple of hours and began to wonder if he would come at all. A yachtie who came by in
a dinghy said that the doctor usually asks for money for his 'cab fare' from town -- anywhere from 2-5
tala.
"The customs and immigrations officials will not arrive until after the vessel has been declared free of
sickness by the doctor. At 4:30 I began to have doubts that he would come at all and was afraid I'd have

to hang on the dock until Monday. I walked the block and a half to the harbormaster's office to inquire
and he seemed a bit upset that the doctor hadn't come.
"'He was told to come immediately, but must have had an emergency,' he said. 'You are free to go to the
anchorage if you wish.' Not wanting to go through the docking process again, I said I'd stay at the dock
until clearance was finished. Back at the boat and 45 minutes later, a nondescript small man with a
very large voice shouted in a disgruntled way to bring us on deck.
"'I am the doctor, do you have any sickness aboard?' 'None,' said I. 'No sir,' called Russ. 'Pull down
your quarantine flags!' shouted the man, who turned on his heel and left without even asking for cab
fare.
"The night passed uneventfully, and we settled in for a long wait until Monday morning. Saturday
morning I took the dinghy across the harbor to town. Russ decided he'd like to anchor out and thought
he could avoid coming to the dock again, since he could plead he had no engine, so I towed him out to
the anchorage with my dink as I headed for a pebble beach much closer to the town center.

Apia, Western Samoa

"My first stop was at Aggie Grey's Hotel on the waterfront to exchange a $20 bill for 40 tala. With that
burning a hole in my pocket, I bought some post cards and proceeded around the curving harbor to the
center of Apia to look around. The town is considerably larger than Fagatogo, the main center of
American Samoa, and several fairly large stores are located there.

Aggie Grey's Hotel, Apia

"Burns Philip and Morris Hedstrom stores (Australian owned department stores) are situated near the
down clock, which stands in the center of a traffic circle near the waterfront. In the coffee shop of
Burns Philip I met Jim and Barbara from SERENITY whom I last saw in Pago Pago. They were able to
give me lots of information about the area, but were departing for Tonga to see the celebrations during
the King's birthday on July 4. I had thought I might go, too, but that would have meant cutting short
my stay in the Samoas, so had decided the king would have to make it without my help.
"The big news around town was about the Samoan Longboat crews who were going to Tonga to
compete in the holiday races there. These huge rowboats, up to 90 feet long, are powered by as many
as 46 oarsmen who are commanded by a coxswain in the stern. A steersman and a drummer complete
the crew. The drummer, in the bow, beats out the rhythm on a large biscuit tin.
"The sport is almost a national pastime in Samoa, but in recent years, teams from Tonga have won most
of the competitions with the help of computer designed lighter weight long boats and better crew
discipline. The Samoans were hoping to redeem themselves this year, and were practicing every
evening in the harbor.
"Back on the HM2 by the pier Saturday afternoon, I worked on several small boat projects and talked to
an interesting couple from Melbourne, Australia, who are working on a 'three year hitch' in Western
Samoa. Apparently a good many Aussies sign up for work here, mostly technical government jobs.
"About 5 PM, the container ship POLYNESIA came in from Panama and there was much bustling on
the pier. The harbormaster came by and said that customs and immigration people would be there to
clear the ship in and would complete my clearance as well. I think he kind of wanted to get me off his
pier, and goodness knows I'd be glad to go, but I told him I'd hang there until morning in any case since
it was rapidly getting dark.
"Shortly after, the officials did come by and give me forms to fill out while they completed clearance of
the big ship. They said it would take about 20 minutes to clear the POLYNESIA and I replied that, in
that case, it should take about 30 seconds to clear the HILDE M2. They laughed and agreed.
"By 6 PM I was all cleared in, and the men didn't even board my boat. They would have needed a 10foot ladder to do so because the tide was out and the pier surface was just below my spreaders. I
walked back to town for a shore dinner at Wong Kee's restaurant, hidden away behind a ramshackle bar
called Otto's Reef. The place was depressing in its drabness, but the chicken sauteed with vegetables
was a true delight -- and cost four dollars. My second night at the pier was quiet and uneventful except
during the departure of the ship around midnight, when shouting over her PA system woke me up."
Settled In: "In dawn's early light I cast off the docklines and motored around into the harbor to find an
anchorage in 25 feet of water near the E side of the bay. From there it was a short row either to the
pebble beach near Aggie Grey's or to the more secure fenced in area across from the main pier at the
ship terminal.
"In Samoa, where the concept of individual ownership is hazy at best, boat owners have to lock up their
oars or carry them with them if the dinghy is left on a public beach. Several oars were taken during the
two weeks I spent there. Russ Jackson lost one of his at the terminal area by the dock and was reduced
to paddling his inflatable like a canoe -- a nearly impossible task.

I offered him my spare pair of oars (the ones from the Avon), but his dink didn't have the proper kind of
rowlocks to take them.
"I made up a couple of covered stainless steel cables with nicropress sleeves, using some spare lifeline
cable, for locking up purposes and bored holes through the blades of my oars so they could be secured.
The locking up process was a bother after many months of no worries in the theft division, but I did
manage to avoid losing any of my dinghy gear.
"Sunday was spent constructing a new Tillermaster mount, cutting up one of the mahogany boards I had
brought from home for just such emergencies. The new rig is simpler and stronger than the old one and
should see me through until I get the pushpit stanchions re-welded in Fiji or New Zealand. There I
hope to have the mount constructed of stainless steel and welded to the stanchions.
"Another project at that time will be a stainless steel platform behind the back stay and above the
pushpit to hold one or more solar chargers and my aft 'antenna farm' for the HF, SatNav, and Loran
aerials. I have been impressed with the development of solar chargers. Several boats supply all their
electric needs from them and they seem to be a lot less trouble than the wind chargers. Ideally, one
would have both, I suppose, but the fans are noisy and occasionally are hard to control in squall
conditions. My electrical needs are not great since I have no refrigeration --about 20 amps per day -and could be handled by the state-of-the-art solar panels supplementing my engine alternator.
"I took time out from my carpentry to snap a photo of Ron, a sailor from the yacht CATONIA aboard a
sailboard, who was windsurfing around the harbor with his two year old son, Ocean, and a beagle
hound sitting on the board. Neither boy nor dog got wet, as they zipped around the sunny bay in the
pleasant breeze.
"Monday morning early, at Russ Jackson's suggestion, I rowed over to CATONIA to talk with Ron about
doing some re-stitching on my big awning and the smaller cockpit awning. He came over and looked at
them and proclaimed that it was a big job -- about five minutes on his hand-cranked machine. Later, I
took the acrylic awnings over and he fixed them in a jiffy, refusing payment. I gave him a Samoan
courtesy flag and promised him a copy of the sailboard photo if it comes out okay.
"That afternoon I had another chat with B through Peter, WB6IOM, and talked with Les, E5MZ, in
Moorea to pass on greetings from the crew of SERENITY. Tuesday I enjoyed a Finnish style breakfast
with Sirrka and Matti Rapeli on JOUTSIKKI, a 35' sloop from Helsinki anchored nearby. They are
following the tradewind route too, and were planning to stop in Pago Pago on their way to Tonga to
pick up mail. They graciously offered to check at the post office for me. I had missed a shipment of
vitamins and a small package from Hilde and was pleased that they might be able to get them and bring
them down to Vava'u.
"The breakfast, which included a hard boiled egg, cold cuts, cheese, sliced cucumbers, and wonderful
dark whole wheat bread, was delicious. I can't recall having had cucumber sandwiches before, even in
Scandinavia. I was reminded more of breakfasts in Israel, but thought it was better than those and ate
heartily. B would have enjoyed the food and the company.
"Later than morning, I visited the office of post and telecommunications and got a Western Samoa
reciprocal amateur radio license, 5W1GM, for use on the ham nets while in Samoan waters. The next

couple of days were given over to local sightseeing and a bit of shopping. My boat chores were mostly
related to cleaning the topsides and wiping down her bottom to remove some mossy growth.
"One fun activity was to watch and listen to the raising of the flag at the courthouse every morning at
7:55 AM. An extremely good military band played, and the 10-minute ceremony was colorful. I could
stand on the deck and see most of it, but I went ashore a couple of times just for the fun of it. It was
surprisingly 'spit and polish' for the normally laid back country."
***********
Sightseeing: "Thursday I took a group tour from Aggie's Hotel to the east and south sides of the island.
The minibus had about 15 tourists, mostly from Australia and New Zealand. We had a good time
together visiting the interesting fresh water pool and interconnected caves at Piala Methodist College;
Falefa Falls; Mafa Pass. We had lunch on the beach at Salani, a lovely falls and swimming hole at
Togitogiga in the new Le Pupu-pu'e National Park; and a scenic trip back over the mountains past the
Baha'i Temple to R.L. Stevenson's former home, Vailima, now the official residence of the Western
Samoan head of state. The blue roofed white frame mansion was impressively situated at the foot of
Mt. Vaea overlooking the town and harbor. I felt it was fine trip and a good value at 35 tala (about
$17).

Robert Louis Stevenson's Valima

"The fun part was while I rode on top of the bus on the luggage rack with two young New Zealand
women, taking pictures along the bouncy mountain roads, ducking low hanging branches, and waving
at children in the settlements. I was reminded of a ride I took some years ago on a Peravian train down
the Urubamba Canyon, perched on a coach roof enjoying the Andean scenery. Needless to say, the train
ride was smoother, and I completed today's journey sedately inside the bus with the other passengers
who were properly envious of the adventure.
"As luck would have it, Russ Jackson got the loan of a car the next day. He talked me into retracing the
previous day's trip, this time as a guide for him and a couple from another boat. Russ had met a number
of local people at Aggie Grey's where he was now playing his classical guitar in the lounge from time to
time in exchange for meals at the hotel. So we duplicated my previous journey and I got to sightsee and
swim some more. It's surprising how much I saw the second time around, and I'm glad I did it. At
Piula College I was able to discover the underwater connection between the two caves and swam
through the siphon several times. It was fun, because it mystified Russ when I disappeared from beside

him. He knew there was a connection but couldn't find it until I showed him just where it was, under a
ledge. Then, of course, he was able to swim through himself.

Cave pool at Piula College, Apia

“One sight we found, that I had missed earlier, was Fuipisia Falls, an impressive 200 foot free falling
cataract at the end of a 20 minute faint bushwhacking trail from the mountain road. I could understand
why our guide passed it by the day before, but it was definitely the high point of this day's adventure.
We ate lunch at the brink of the falls on a flat rock. I had brought some crackers, Vienna sausage, fruit
and cookies. Russ had some food too, but the couple from the other boat had nothing, so we shared and
had a good time.

Fuipisia Falls, Western Samoa

"Friday was another workday on the boat. I finally properly rerouted the coaxial cable from the HF
radio to the whip antenna on the pushpit. The cable, which replaced an earlier corroded cable, had run
through the cockpit for the past six months and I was glad to get it out of the way. Unfortunately, when
I unscrewed the connector at the bottom of the whip, the antenna side of the connection broke off in my
hand.
"I was afraid that this would end my ham activity until I could get a replacement, but I was able to jury
rig a temporary connection with the aid of some electrician's tape and was actually able to contact B
that evening, again through our ham friend Peter, WB6IOM, and ask her to get a replacement connector
and mail it to me in Vava'u. She was recovering from a case of bronchitis that was troublesome, and
had been having some arthritic pain in her left foot -- a bad omen for fast approaching folk dance camp
in Maine at the end of the month.
"Sunday was spent on more chores, principally constructing a new rubrail gunnel for the dink from the
large blue vinyl hose I'd bought in American Samoa. I rowed over to a huge sandbank under a bridge
that crossed a largish stream, and worked on it there in welcome shade on terra firma. Slitting the hose
lengthwise was hard, but I finally developed a technique with a hacksaw, and a young Samoan came by
and helped with the project.
"When I had finished, the hose did a good job. Unfortunately, it was about a foot short of covering the
entire gunnel, but practically speaking, it does the trick and it's nice not to have the 'shuddering thumps'
against the HM2 every time the wind shifts in the harbor.
"I had taken care of a dinghy for Joe and Pam Bass aboard SEA BASS when they took an overnight side
trip to the island of Savaii by bus and ferry, and they reciprocated by having me over for supper Sunday
night. Pam is a gourmet cook, and we ate royally, Italian style. It sure must be nice to have a frig and
freezer aboard, but it still takes skill and effort to cook a meal from scratch. I certainly enjoy such
meals on other people's boats! The cuisine on HM2 generally comes directly from cans.
"Monday morning I went into town with the idea of taking a bus to Vailima to hike up Mt. Vaea, but I
got a late start and aborted the expedition when I couldn't find the right bus. I kept asking bystanders
(including a policeman) if the bus said 'Vailima'. 'Yes,' was the answer. 'The name is on the bus,' they
said. I waited 45 minutes without seeing one, and by then it was too late and too hot. I bought a few
groceries and returned to the boat to read.

Shopping day in Apia

"In the hurry to get away that morning, I had sliced my left hand on an offending screw under the chart
table and the deep laceration hurt . I would have liked to swim, but didn't want to get the cut wet and
infected.
"The next day I was up at 6 AM and away from the boat a half hour later. I decided to hike to Vailima
as well as up the mountain, since I couldn't get a straight answer on the name of the bus. It took only an
hour to get to Vailima, during which time I discovered that the busses are marked for Avele, not
Vailima. I had forgotten how important it is to phrase any question properly in Samoa. They will
answer 'yes' to any question, not wanting to be impolite. I should have asked 'what is the name of the
bus that goes to Vailima?'
"The track up the mountain was mostly well maintained. It reminded me in places of the Appalachian
Trail, complete with water bars and occasional small footbridges. The 'short trail' was quite steep. The
sign at the intersection said 30 minutes to the top, vs 50 minutes for the longer route. I took the short
version and did it in 20 minutes, surprised at my relatively good condition.

Robert Louis Stevenson tomb

"The view from the gravesite of R.L. Stevenson was impressive, with a panorama to the S and E, but
the view of the harbor itself was obscured by trees. I shared the vista with three schoolteachers from
Melbourne who arrived just behind me. We talked for quite a while. They're enjoying a school holiday
and staying at Aggie's Hotel. I thought it was interesting that they teach in a special school for Asian
children. Apparently there is a sizable Vietnamese community in Melbourne. The teachers were
unanimous in their admiration for the seriousness, intelligence, and hard work of their students and said
that it was a pleasure to teach them – a welcome change from the average 'western' student in Australia.
"I was touched by the verse on the bronze plaque mounted on one side of the simple white tomb.
Penned by Stevenson himself, it read:
'Under the wide and starry sky,
Dig the grave and let me lie.
Glad did I live, and gladly die,
And I laid me down with a will.

'This be the verse you grave for me:
Here he lies where he longed to be;
Home is the sailor, home from the sea,
And the hunter home from the hill.'
“At the end of the tomb, another plaque bears the verse he wrote for his wife Fanny whose ashes were
placed there 20 years later on her death in 1914."
"'Teacher, tender comrade, wife,
A fellow farer true through life,
Heart-whole and soul-free,
The august father gave to me."'
"Named by the Samoans 'Tusitala' (teller of tales), Stevenson lived here the last five years of his life.
He certainly had an eye for beauty. I took the 'long route' down so as not to retrace my steps
completely. This was the track cut by 200 Samoan friends when they carried him to his resting-place in
1894.
"It was a beautiful trail through the fully forested rocky terrain, mostly level but steep for short
distances, and I was again reminded of the AT. I fully expected to see white blazes along the way. At
the foot of the mountain in the small valley between it and Stevenson's home, I found a dammed area of
a dry stream, obviously used as a swimming hole during the wet season by the Stevensons and their
successors at Vailima.
"Above it on the hillside below the house were some tropical gardens that had gone a bit wild. Up
there, along one of the overgrown paths, I found a group of young men working at clearing away some
of the undergrowth. One of them seemed out of place in his old fashioned farmer john overalls, and I
met Everett, a Peace Corps volunteer, who had been in Western Samoa for six months of a two year
hitch, and was already thinking of extending his stay.
"He's from Philadelphia, about 25 years old, just out of college in the Midwest, and having the time of
his life. His job is with Parks and Conservation -- the only one doing that out of the 35 or so volunteers
in Samoa -- and a bit frustrated because there's so much to do with so little money and help.
"Most of the volunteers are teaching, or working in the area of health and sanitation. Many small
villages now have concrete toilets over septic tanks developed by the Peace Corps and appropriately
named 'PISCORS' by the grateful Samoans.
"The improved condition of the trail up Mt. Vaea was the result of Everett's organizational efforts and
he hopes to do more to stabilize it as time goes on. He said he had lost 40 lbs since he started. He must
have been pretty chubby, because he was not thin when I saw him. I thought he was projecting a great
image for America, working away with his machete along with the Samoan crew. In terms of effort, at
least, he was putting more into it than the rest of the workers.
"Wednesday was largely spent on the boat. I wanted to go swimming and clean up the waterline of the
boat again, but felt I'd better not until the cut on my hand had healed a bit more. John Wolfenholm, a

single-hander on a fast 35-foot sloop named MR JOHN IV, dropped by to chat and to extend an
invitation from Ian and Dianna on the BRIGAND II for a sundowner and supper.
"This was the first day I'd spent much time on the boat for awhile and they'd been trying to grab me.
I'm in such demand, you know, with my social schedule. I consulted my calendar and accepted quickly
before they might change their minds. At 5:30 I rowed over and found white wine and hors d'oeuvres
waiting for me, followed by an excellent curried beef dinner.
"The conversation was fascinating. BRIGAND has been around the world in the past 4-1/2 years and I
was interested in her adventures in the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. John, the other guest, is an
accomplished sailor in his own right. He holds a master's ticket for sail and power, is qualified on
square rigged tall ships, and is on his way to New Zealand to park MR JOHN so he can fly to Cairns,
Australia, and take over as first officer on the FLYING CL0UD (Marjorie Post's one time yacht and now
a well known cruising passenger windjammer) for her return to the Med. He single-hands his own boat
between moneymaking jobs at sea -- a sailor's sailor at the age of about 30.
"Among other things, we all agreed to sail on Saturday from Western Samoa to Tonga, probably
stopping at the tiny northern Tonga outpost of Nintoputapu (known to cruisers out here as 'new
potatoes'). It was a most pleasant evening, chatting with sailors far better than myself, and I returned to
the HM2 about 9:30 PM with a good warm feeling that wasn't entirely due to the excellent Australian
wine.
"By Thursday, the cut on my hand had healed over pretty nicely, and I decided that I could risk going
into the water again. The algae along the boat's waterline was a couple feet long in places, after just 10
days in harbor. Fortunately, it came off easily. I took the occasion to rub down her bottom and remove
some growth, mostly along her keel.
"Ashore, I did a couple loads of laundry in a convenient and modern Laundromat just a half block from
the beach, and got a couple jerry cans of diesel fuel on the same trip. In the afternoon, I took some
snorkeling gear over to an interesting small park just a couple hundred yards from the ship terminal.
Called 'Palolo Deep Marine Park', the small facility features some very nice reef diving in moderately
clear water with lots of staghorn coral and a nice variety of small fish. Nothing larger than 9 inches was
seen, perhaps due to over-fishing so near the big town.
"That evening I walked through town to the Tusitala Hotel with the idea of 'doing' their buffet and
Polynesian show. A look at the $24 tab diluted my interest quickly. I settled for a stroll past the
interesting tombs, monuments, and beehive shaped parliament building on Mulinutu Peninsula, a center
of Polynesian culture on Upolu since prehistoric times, followed by a fine beef and green pepper dish at
my favorite Chinese restaurant for one-sixth of the cost of the hotel's buffet/show."
Departure: "Friday, July 10, I was at the Western Samoan immigration office at 8 AM to start my
outward clearance procedure. The paperwork was soon accomplished, and I was sent to the customs
office at the shipping terminal to complete the process. By 11 AM I had paid my harbor dues of 15 tala
-- $7.50 -- and received my clearance certificate for departure to Tonga on Saturday morning. With just
a few tala to spend, I headed to the grocery store for some fresh fruit and bread. Late that afternoon I
hoisted the dinghy aboard, cleaned it and lashed it in place. Down below, I stowed gear and made ready
for a morning departure.

"I felt sorry to leave this pleasant island and harbor . In many ways it had been the nicest place I had
encountered, and I could see why many live-aboard cruisers return year after year in their annual winter
cruises north from Australia and New Zealand. I had been told that people of the two Samoas were the
same Polynesian racial stock, and indeed there were many similarities in their living style in the small
villages.
"I found them attractive and gracious everywhere, but gradually began to feel that the Western Samoans
were a tiny bit different. First of all, they seemed slightly taller and slimmer and, if possible, even nicer
and more interested in their visitors than those in American Samoa. Could several generations of life in
an American consumer oriented economy, eating junk food, make that much difference? I think so.
The Western Samoans certainly are more relaxed, even if they don't have as many of the 'good things of
life'.
"Saturday morning I listened to the weather reports on 'Harry's Ham Net' at 9 AM. With no storms in
sight and a fresh NE breeze predicted, I pulled up the anchor and motor-sailed out of the harbor,
followed shortly by MR JOHN and BRIGAND. We were on our way to the Kingdom of Tonga.
"Love, Karl and the HILDE M2"
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